The big data era is swamping areas including data analysis, machine/deep learning, signal processing, statistics, scientific computing, and cloud computing. The multidimensional feature and huge volume of big data put urgent requirements to the development of multilinear modeling tools and efficient algorithms.
featured as multidimensional and huge volume has highlighted the limitations of standard flat-view matrix models and the necessity to move toward more versatile data analysis tools [2] . Thus, the successful problem-solving tools provided by the numerical linear algebra need to be broadened and generalized. Higher-order tensor 1 modeling [3] together with efficient tensor-based algorithms enables such a fundamental paradigm shift.
Tensors, as multilinear modeling tools, have attracted tremendous interests in recent years. The major advantages of representing data arrays as tensor models over matrx/vectors models are as follows: 1)
tensor decompositions guarantee uniqueness which is useful for blind source separation [4, 5] , etc; 2)
tensor modeling including low-rank tensor decomposition [3, [6] [7] [8] and tensor networks [9, 10] , turns the curse of dimensionality into a blessing of dimensionality [8] by decomposing the big data arrays into much smaller latent factors, and 3) data analysis techniques using tensor models have great flexibility in the choice of constraints that match data properties, thus extract more meaningful latent components than matrix-based methods. Examplar applications include multiway component analysis [8, 11] , blind source separation [4, 5] , dimensionality reduction [12] , feature extraction [13] , classification/clustering and pattern recognition [14] , topic modeling [15] , and deep neural networks [16] [17] [18] .
Existing tensor models [3, [6] [7] [8] treat tensors as multidimensional arrays of real values upon which algebraic operations generalizing matrix operations can be performed. The corresponding tensor spaces are viewed as the tensor product (namely the Kronecker product) of vector spaces, including 1) the canonical polyadic (CP) decomposition, the Tucker decomposition, and their variants [3] ; 2) the higher-order SVD (HOSVD) [19] ; 3) the recently proposed tensor-train decomposition [7] that is further extended to the tensor ring decomposition [20] ; and 4) tensor networks [9, 10] . All the above tensor models rely on either contraction products (e.g., the n-mode product [3] , the vector inner product, and the Einstein product [21] ) or expansion products (e.g., the vector outer product and the Kronecker product). However, those two kinds of products will change tensors' order. Therefore, the corresponding tensor spaces lack the closure property, being fundamentally different from the well-studied conventional matrix space, thus the classic algorithms (SVD and QR, etc.) do not hold.
A. Circular unfolding-folding based low-tubal-rank tensor model
The low-tubal-rank tensor model [22, 23] is the first trial to extend the conventional matrix space to third-order tensors [24] . It is based on a circular unfolding-folding scheme (formally presented in Definition 16) that introduces structured redundancy by the circular unfolding process. The authors defined the t-product between two third-order tensors as follows: first unfold the left tensor into a block circulant matrice and the right tensor into a tall matrix, then perform conventional matrix multiplication between those two matrices, and finally fold the result matrix back into a third-order tensor. Under this new algebraic framework, [22, 23] generalized all classical algorithms of the conventional matrix space, such as SVD, QR, normalization, the Gram-Schmidt process, power iteration, and Krylov subspace methods.
Further, it is shown [25] that this circular unfolding-folding scheme can be used to recursively define the tensor SVD decomposition for higher-order tensors.
The authors [22, 23] pointed out that the t-product * t between two 1×1×n tensors is in fact equivalent to the discrete circular convolution ⊙ of two vectors, i.e., x, y ∈ R 1×1×n , x * t y = circ(x)y = x ⊙ y where circ(x) is the circular matrix derived from x (formally given in (8)). Thus, the t-product between two third-order tensors is analogous to the traditional matrix multiplication between two matrices whose entries are 1 × 1 × n tensors, where the conventional scalar product is replaced by the discrete circular convolution. Moreover, from a computational perspective, it is shown [22, 23] that the t-product can be computed efficiently by performing a discrete Fourier transform (using FFT) along the tubal fibers of each third-order tensor, performing pair-wise matrix products for all frontal slices of the two tensors in the "transform domain" (i.e. frequency domain), and then applying an inverse DFT along the tubal fibers of the result tensor. Therefore, the circular unfolding-folding based scheme defines operations based on the Fourier transform, as pointed out in Remark 3.
Recently, this new tensor model is successfully applied to many engineering areas, such as seismic data processing [26] and data completion [27] , WiFi fingerprint-based indoor localization [28] , dronebased wireless relay [29] , MRI imaging [30] , video compression and denoising [31, 32] , image clustering [33] , two-dimensional dictionary learning [34] , and face recognition [35] . The authors in [32] pointed out that, compared with other tensor models, the low-tubal-rank tensor model is superior in capturing a "spatial-shifting" correlation that is ubiquitous in real-world data arrays.
B. Motivation to fourth-order tensor model with multidimensional discrete transforms
We are motivated to propose a new tensor model with general discrete transform due to the following observations:
• The t-product [22, 23] has a major disadvantage in that for real tensors, the FFT-based implementations of the t-product and the t-SVD factorization [22, 23] require intermediate complex arithmetic.
Even taking advantage of complex symmetry in the Fourier domain, the complex arithmetic is much more expensive than real arithmetic. Therefore, we are interested in tensor models that involves only real-valued fast transforms, whose algorithms are faster than their counterparts in the low-tubal-rank tensor model [22, 23] .
• Combining the low-rank property and the transform-domain sparsity (not limiting to the frequency domain [36, 37] ), we expect new tensor models to possess improvements in terms of compression ratios [38] and accordingly better compression ratios lead to the design of faster algorithms.
Real-world data arrays exhibit strong sparsity in various multidimensional discrete transform domains [36, 37] besides the frequency domain. First, in EEG (electroencephalography) and MEG (magnetoencephalography) imaging [39] , widely used assumptions are: minimum energy in a transform domain, sparsity in a Fourier domain that is modeled as a space-time-frequency tensor, separability in space and wave-vector domain (for the spatial distribution of the sources), and separability in space and frequency domain (for the temporal distribution of the sources) that is modeled as a space-time-wave-vector tensor.
Secondly, MRI [37] is naturally compressible by sparse coding in the wavelet transform, and MRI scanners naturally acquires spatial-frequency encoded samples rather than direct pixel samples, such as the singleslice 2DFT, multislice 2DFT, and 3DFT imaging, while CT data is collected in the 2D Frequency domain [30, 36] . Thirdly, for image compression, JPEG utilizes the discrete cosine transform (DCT) [40] and JPEG-2000 utilizes the wavelet transform. Fourthly, in face recognition [41] , the rotation and lighting effects can be captured by transform operations, while images can be treated as in the same class [42] if there only differs in terms of rotation and distortion. Finally, in Internet of Things, sensory data can be represented as tensors of time series [43] that are periodic.
We focus on the fourth-order tensors with the following considerations:
• The circular unfolding-folding based scheme to define the fourth-order tensor [25] is recursive and thus complicated, and such a definition scheme does apply to transforms without structured matrix expressions, e.g., the wavelet transforms [44] .
• Fourth-order tensors is ubiquitous in machine/deep learning tasks, e.g., the one-shot fact recognition problem in Section VI. To learn meaningful and generalizable models, allowing abstract algebraic structures with corresponding manipulation operations is an attractive paradigm. For example in face recognition, faces are essentially the combination (with scaling, distortion, and rotation) of complex elementary structures and patterns [41, 42] while existing tensor models [3, 6, 8] simply treat face images as multilinear data arrays that cannot model the rotation effect.
• In sensory data recovery, existing tensor models [3, [6] [7] [8] become invalid for various data loss patterns and are insufficient to allow versatile sampling schemes. Fourth-order tensors will allow losing/sampling slices, similar to the fact [28] that the low-tubal-rank third-order tensor model allows losing a time series or sampling vectors.
To generalize all classical algorithms for matrices to fourth-order tensors with general multidimensional discrete transforms, we encounter the following challenges:
• Although tensors are multilinear data arrays, existing tensor models [3, [6] [7] [8] cannot be treated as "multilinear operators". A fundamental fact in linear algebra states that one can view the matrixvector product Ax by interpreting it as a weighted sum (linear combination) of the columns of
A. This observation in matrix case does not hold for existing higher-order tensor spaces [3, 6, 8] , therefore, the classic algorithms become invalid.
• The important matrix SVD process (eigendecomposition together with all useful processes) does not hold for high-order tensor models. This failure roots in the fact that the contraction products (used in existing tensor models) lack the closure property for odd-order tensors.
C. Our contributions
In this paper, we build a novel multilinear tensor space that supports useful algorithms in the conventional matrix space, such as SVD and QR. Specifically, given any multidimensional discrete transform, one is able to construct a new tensor space, and then we can treat fourth-order tensors are bilinear operators on a space of matrices. Note that in previous works [3, 6-8, 22, 23, 25] , generalizing the matrix space to fourth-order tensors was believed to be challenging.
First, we take a transform-based approach to define a new multiplication operation and tensor products, and accordingly the analogous concepts: identity, inverse, transpose, linear combinations, and orthogonality. Specifying the discrete transform of interest to be a discrete Fourier transform and considering the third-order case, our results can recovered all results in the low-tubal-rank tensor model [22, 23] .
Secondly, we define the L-SVD for fourth-order tensors and present an efficient algorithm. The fundamental difference between L-SVD and conventional SVD lies in the inequivalence between the tensor-eigenvalue equation and the tensor-eigenvector equation, as pointed out in Remark 5. Therefore, the tensor case requires a stronger condition for unique decomposition than the matrix case.
Thirdly, we define the tensor L-QR decomposition and propose a Householder QR algorithm. In the low-tubal-rank tensor model [22, 23] , the authors directly adopted the conventional Gram-Schmidt process to compute the QR decomposition, while the conventional Gram-Schmidt process will encounter the catastrophic cancellation problem. The proposed Householder QR algorithm can avoid such a problem, while it cannot be extended from the matrix case.
Finally, compared with the existing t-SVD, the proposed L-SVD's performance gain is 3 ∼ 6dB for video compression, and the accuracy is increased about 15% for one-shot face recognition, while the running time is reduced by about 50% and 87.5%, respectively.
Finally, we apply the new tensor model to two examplar applications: video compression and one-shot face recognition. We utilize the proposed L-SVD to compress an NBA basketball video and a drone video of the Central Park in autumn. Compared with the existing tSVD and SVD, L-SVD achieves 3 ∼ 10dB gains in RSE while the running time is reduced by xx% and xx%, respectively. For one-shot face recognition, we use the Weizmann face database and the recognition rate is increased by about
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the notations and several basic operations. Section III defines a new tensor space from a transform-based approach. Section IV and V present the L-SVD and L-QR decompositions, including the definitions, computing algorithms and correctness proofs. Section VI describes the performance evaluation, and Section VII concludes this work.
II. NOTATIONS AND BASIC OPERATORS
We first introduce the notations and preliminaries. Then, we describe several basic operators to manipulate the data arrays.
A. Notations
The order of a tensor is the number of modes, also known as ways or dimensions, e.g., third-order tensors and fourth-order tensors. Scalars are denoted by lowercase letters, e.g., a; vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase letters, e.g., a; matrices 2 are denoted by boldface capital letters, e.g., A; and higherorder tensors are denoted by calligraphic letters, e.g., a fourth-order tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4 where R denotes the set of real numbers. The transpose of a vector or a matrix are denoted with a superscript T , e.g., a T , A T , while the Hermitian transpose (conjugate transpose) are denoted with a superscript H,
The ith element of a vector a is a i , the (i, j)th element of a matrix A is A ij or A(i, j), and similarly for higher-order tensors, e.g., X ijk , X ijkℓ or X (i, j, k), X (i, j, k, ℓ). The kth element in a sequence is denoted by a superscript index, e.g., a k denotes the kth vector in a sequence of vectors while A k denotes the kth matrix in a sequence of matrices. Subarrays are formed when a subset of the indices is fixed, e.g., the rows and columns of a matrix. A colon is used to indicate all elements of a mode, e.g., the jth column of A is denoted by A :j , and the ith row of a matrix A is denoted by A i: , alternatively, A j and A T i . We use [n] to denote the index set {1, 2, ..., n}, and given n ≥ i, [i : n] denotes the index set {i, i + 1, ..., n}. Let det(A) denote the determinant of a square matrix A ∈ R n×n . Let vec(A) denote the vector representation of A (the ordering of the elements is not important so long as it is consistent), and fold(·) is the inverse operator that transforms vec(A) back to A. Given a vector x ∈ R n , the ℓ 2 -norm is ||x|| 2 = i∈[n]
x 2 i , while in the high-order case (matrices and tensors) it becomes the Frobenius norm (F -norm) defined as follows
The spectrum norm of a matrix A ∈ R n1×n2 is defined in terms of the ℓ 2 -norm of a vector
B. Basic Operators
We define serveral basic operators that will facilitate our description and analysis in Section IV.
Intuitively, the operator MatView(·) extracts a sequence of matrices from a fourth-order tensor, while
TenView(·) is the inverse operator. Given two sequences MatView(A) and MatView(B), we exploit the block diagonal representation to represent the parallel matrix multiplications.
The MatView(·) operator forms a fourth-order tensor into a sequence of matrices. Formally, MatView(·) takes a tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4 and returns a sequence of n 1 × n 2 matrices, as follows
The operator that folds MatView(A) back to tensor A is defined as follows
Given two fourth-order tensors A ∈ R n1×n ′ ×n3×n4 and B ∈ R n ′ ×n2×n3×n4 , the two sequences MatView(A) and MatView(B) are both of size P = n 3 n 4 . The pth matrices are A p ∈ R n1×n ′ and B p ∈ R n ′ ×n2 , and their multiplication is well-defined as C p = A p B p ∈ R n1×n2 . One can represent MatView(A) as a much bigger block diagonal matrix as follows
8 Then, the elementwise matrix multiplication of two sequences can be represented as
where the operation · denotes the conventional matrix multiplication. Note that (6) compactly represents the following P parallel matrix multiplications 
For vector x ∈ R n , the corresponding circular matrix is
For a fourth-order tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4 , we use the notation A (i) ∈ R n1×n2×n3 to denote the third-order tensor created by holding the 4th index of A fixed at i, i ∈ [n 4 ]. We create the following block circulant representation
where bcirc(A) ∈ R n1n4×n2n4×n3 . The unfold(·) command takes an n 1 × n 2 × n 3 × n 4 tensor and returns an n 1 n 4 × n 2 × n 3 block tensor as follows
A (2) . . .
The operation that takes unfold(A) back to tensor A is the fold(·) command:
III. NEW TENSOR SPACE
We build a new tensor space for fourth-order tensors. More specifically, we define a novel tensorscalar multiplication, and accordingly define the multiplication of two tensors, identity, inverse, transpose, diagonality, orthongonality, and subspaces.
A. A New Tensor Space
We build a new tensor space in which fourth-order tensors act as linear operators in a way similar to the conventional matrix space. More specifically, this new tensor space views n 1 × n 2 × n 3 × n 4
fourth-order tensors on a space of n 1 × n 2 matrices with entries in R 1×1×n3×n4 .
Definition 1. (Tensor-scalar)
We call an element of the space R 1×1×n3×n4 as a tensor-scalar. The set of tensor-scalars are denoted by R.
Let 1 ∈ R 1×1×n3×n4 denote the tensor scalar with all entries equal to 1, and 0 denote the zero tensor scalar (its dimension will be clear from the context). The addition + and multiplication • are two fundamental operations in a space. In the space R of tensor-scalars, we set the addition operation to be the element-wise addition, while the the multiplication operation defined in the following is based on a two-dimensional discrete transform.
Definition 2. (Tensor-scalar multiplication) Given an invertible two-dimensional discrete transform
L : R → R, the elementwise multiplication * , and α, β ∈ R, we define the tensor-scalar multiplication
where the multidimensional transform L : R → R and inverse transform L −1 : R → R together perform a forward or backward transform on each tensor-scalar.
In the following, the one-to-one mappings L :
represent the forward and backward transforms on each tensor-scalars of the n 1 × n 2 matrices. We introduce the notation A to denote the transform-domain representation of A ∈ R n1×n2 such that A = L(A) and A = L −1 ( A).
Definition 3. (Magnitude and ordering of tensor-scalars) The magnitudes of α ∈ R is denoted as abs(·), defined in an elementwise way as follows
where | · | denotes the absolute values in an elementwise manner. Then, we introduce the ordering of tensor-scalars as follows
Definition 4. (Sign of a tensor-scalar) Given a tensor-scalar α ∈ R, we denote its sign as ∠α, defined as follows
where abs(·) is given in Definition 3.
Remark 1.
Combining (12), (13) and (15), one can compute the sign of a tensor-scalar α ∈ R as follows
where
Definition 5.
(Square roots of a tensor-scalar) For a tensor-scalar α ∈ R, the square roots of α is defined as: 
with all entries equal to 1, then e is the multiplicative unity for the tensor-scalar multiplication •.
Proof. To show that e is the multiplicative unity, we prove that α • e = e • α = α for any α ∈ R. Since
Since L is an invertible transform, namely a bijection mapping, we apply the inverse transform L −1 to both sides and get α • e = e • α = α.
Lemma 2. (Multiplicative communicativity) The tensor-scalar multiplication • is communicative.
Proof. We show that • is communicative by proving α • β = β • α for any α, β ∈ R. Since the
Next we prove that the operator defined in (2) is actually an operation in the space R = R 1×1×n3×n4 , while on the contrary [45] [22] adopted an existing operation (i.e., the circular convolution operation).
Lemma 3 is the starting point for further definitions including tensor identity, tensor inverse, and tensor eigenvalue. Proof. To prove that • is an operation in R, we need to verify that the tensor-scalar multiplication • satisfies three axioms [46] 
2) the existence of a multiplicative unity, namely, there is a tensor-scalar e in R such that α • e = e • α = α for any α ∈ R; and 3) the existence of a multiplicative inverse, namely, for every tensor scalar α ∈ R, there is an tensor-scalar
In addition, to prove that (R, •) is an abelian group we need to show that the tensor-scalar multiplication • is communicative, i.e., α•β = β •α.
First, we verify the associativity. Note that the elementwise multiplication * is associative, i.e.,
Applying the inverse transform L −1 to both sides and combining
Secondly, the existence of a multiplicative unity is verified in Lemma 1. Thirdly, we verify the existence of a multiplicative inverse. Let
Similarly, we can verify that α −1 • α = e. Therefore, the space R with the tensor-scalar multiplication • is a group.
Further, Lemma 2 shows that • is communicative. Therefore, (R, •) is an abelian group.
Note that the tensor-scalars play the role of "scalars" in the space R. It would be ideal for R to be a field, unfortunately, this is not the case as we point out in the following example. Therefore, existing results in the conventional matrix space and the vector space that are defined on fields will not hold.
However, we show that it is still able to build a new tensor space to support classic algorithms (SVD, QR, power method and etc.) developed in the conventional matrix space. 
For other transforms, one can construct similar examples to show the existence of zero divisors. Therefore, R is not a field.
Definition 6. (Tensor-column and tensor-row)
We view a fourth-order tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4 as an n 1 × n 2 matrix of tensor-scalars, and define the tensor-columns to be A(:, j, :, :), j ∈ [n 2 ] and the tensor-rows to be A(i, :, :, :
The tensor-columns and tensor-rows are essentially "vectors". For example, the jth tensor-column A(:, j, :, :) is a column vector of tensor-scalars, while the ith tensor-row A(i, :, :, :) is a row vector of tensor-scalars. For easy presentation, we use A j to denote A(:, j, :, :), and A T i to denote A(i, :, :, :) 3 .
Correspondingly, the space R n1×n2×n3×n4 is viewed as a matrix space R n1×n2 .
Definition 7. (Square tensor and rectangular tensor) We view a fourth-order tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4
as an n 1 × n 2 matrix in the space R n1×n2 with entries being tensor-scalars. If n 1 = n 2 , we say A is a square tensor, otherwise we call it a rectangular tensor.
where 0 denotes the zero tensor-scalars.
, is defined as
is a tensor in R n1×n2 (i.e., R n1×n2×n3×n4 ), the (i, j)th element of C is defined as follows
Lemma 4. The L-product C = A • B can be calculated in the following way:
Then, we stack the diagonal block matrix bkldiag(MatView( C)) back to tensor C and then perform the inverse transform to get C, i.e., C = L −1 ( C).
Proof. Let us consider the transform-domain representation of (19), we have
which can be represented as
. Then, according to (7), one can easily get (20) . Proof. Given any A ∈ R n×n and the identity tensor I ∈ R n×n , we prove that C = A • I = I • A = A.
According to Definition 10, we have
which verifies that C = A • I = A. Since Lemma 3 showed that the tensor-scalar product • is communicative, we can easily verify that C = I • A = A. 
Definition 11. (Tensor inverse) A tensor A ∈ R n×n is invertible if there exists a tensor
Therefore, if we restrict U and V to be "orthogonal" (as formally defined in Definition 13 in the following), then the tensor-columns U j , j ∈ [n 2 ] and V i , i ∈ [n 1 ] are the basis of t-span(U ) and t-span(V), respectively.
Lemma 6. (Tensor Hermintian transpose)
Given A ∈ R n1×n2 = R n1×n2×n3×n4 , we define the Her- 
Proof. According to Lemma 4, we have
which gives us A H • B H , according to the definition of the tensor hermintian transpose.
Definition 13. (Orthogonal tensor)
A tensor Q ∈ R n×n is orthogonal if 
B. Discussions
We compare our discrete transform-based approach with the low-tubal-rank tensor model [22, 25, 45] .
1)
Several Operations: For a fourth-order tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4 , we use the notation A (i) ∈ R n1×n2×n3 to denote the third-order tensor created by holding the 4th index of A fixed at i, i ∈ [n 4 ].
We create the following block circulant representation
2) The t-product: The key of the low-tubal-rank tensor model [22, 25, 45 ] is a newly introduced multiplication between two tensors, called the t-product, that is defined according to an unfolding-folding scheme: 1) unfold the left tensor into a block circulant representation as in (27) and the right tensor as a block tensor as in (28); 2) calculate the t-product between those two tensors, by applying the first step again and then we reach the conventional matrix multiplication between two matrices; and 3) fold the result matrix back into a fourth-order tensor.
Definition 16. (t-product for fourth-order tensors [25]) Given two fourth-order tensors
and B ∈ R n ′ ×n2×n3×n4 , the t-product A * t B ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4 is defined as follows
Note that (30) is recursive because the right-hand side of (30) involves a t-product between two third-order tensors, defined as follows
where the right-hand side is the conventional matrix multiplication.
Note that each successive t-product operation involves tensors of one order less, and at the base level we have the conventional matrix multiplication. Therefore, this unfolding-folding computation scheme applies to other higher-order tensors [25] .
3) Major drawback (computationally impractical): However, such a unfolding-folding scheme is computationally impractical for higher-order tensors, due to the following challenges. First, the unfolding operations in (27)(28) and the folding operation in (29) are time-consuming. Secondly, the bcirc(·) operation in (27) puts severe challenges in memory since it expands the size exponentially with the order, namely, bcirc(A) leads to a matrix of size n 1 n 2 n 2 3 n 2 4 for A ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4 , and when n 1 = n 2 = n 3 = n 4 = n, bcirc(A) is n 2 times larger than A. Thirdly, (30) requires O(n 1 n ′ n 2 n 2 3 n 2 4 ) complexvalue multiplications. For example, given two 100×100×100×100 tensors A and B, bcirc(A) comsumes approximately 8T Bytes memory where a double-type variable requies 8 Bytes, while (30) requires 10 14 complex-value multiplications.
For third-order tensors [22, 45] , the authors exploit the fact that the multiplication of a circulant matrix (determined by its first column vector) and a vector is equivalent to the discrete circular convolution of those two vectors. Thus, the t-product in (30) between two third-order tensors is similar to the traditional matrix multiplication between two matrices whose entries are 1 × 1 × n tensors, where the scalar product is replaced by the discrete circular convolution. More specifically, the t-product in (30) can be rewritten as follows Definition 17. (t-product for third-order tensors [22, 45] 
and B ∈ R n ′ ×n2×n3 is a tensor of size n 1 × n 2 × n 3 , the (i, j)th element of C is defined as follows
where ⊙ is the discrete circular convolution between two same-sized vectors.
Remark 2. Let F n be the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix, given two vectors x, y ∈ R n , the circular convolution operation can be computed in the following way: x ⊙ y F −1 n · ((F n x) * (F n y)) where * is the Hadmard product (elementwise product). Exploiting the FFT algorithm, the computation complexity of the circular convolution operation can be reduced from O(n 2 ) to O(n log n), assuming n is a power of 2.
Remark 3. (Transform-based t-product for third-order tensors) The t-product C = A * t B of A ∈ R n1×n ′ ×n3 and B ∈ R n ′ ×n2×n3 is a tensor of size n 1 × n 2 × n 3 , the (i, j)th element of C is defined as follows 
The transform-based approach (33) has advantages in both computation
and memory, namely O(n 1 n ′ n 3 log n 3 + n ′ n 2 n 3 log n 3 + n 1 n ′ n 2 n 3 + n 1 n 2 n 3 log n 3 ) and O(n 1 n ′ n 3 + n ′ n 2 n 3 + n 1 n 2 n 3 ), respectively.
IV. FOURTH-ORDER TENSOR SVD DECOMPOSITION
First, we show that in the new tensor space defined in Section III, any fourth-order tensor can be diagonalized. Based on this result, we define the eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs. The tensor-eigenvalue equation and tensor-eigenvector equation are no longer equivalent, which is essentially different from the conventional matrix case. This fact leads to stronger conditions to guarantee uniqueness of tensor SVD.
Then, we define a new tensor SVD with a corresponding algorithm, and also a much simpler condition as a positive indicator when the algorithm output is a unique decomposition.
A. Tensor Diagonalization and Eigenvalue-Eigenvector
Recall that eigenvalues of matrices are the roots of the characteristic polynomial det(A − λI) = 0.
The existence of eigenvalues implies the existence of corresponding eigenvectors x ∈ R n×1 .
Definition 18. (Tensor determinant) The determinant of a square tensor is computed similar to the determinant of a square matrix, except that we replace the real-value scalar multiplication by the tensorscalar multiplication, e.g., A ∈
Consider a square tensor A ∈ R n×n and λ ∈ R, then the characteristic polynomial in our new tensor space becomes as follows
In the following, we then formally describe the tensor-eigenvalue equation where the tensor-eigenvalue and the tensor-eigenvector are defined.
Definition 19. Given a square tensor A ∈ R n×n , we define the tensor-eigenvalue as λ ∈ R and the tensor-eigenvector as x ∈ R n×1 such that the following tensor-eigenvalue equation holds
Remark 5. In contrast to the matrix case, the determinant equation (35) and the eigenvector equation (36) are no longer equivalent in the space (R, •). E.g., in the transform domain, let us set x 1 , λ 1 to be an eigenpair of A 1 , and x p = 0 for p = 2 : n 3 n 4 , then any value of λ p fits into (36) . However, only a subset of these solutions will also satisfy (35) . Therefore, a big difference from the conventional matrix space is that: a square tensor A ∈ R n×n may have more than n pairs of tensor-eigenvalue and tensor-eigenvector satisfying (36) .
Lemma 7 shows the existence of a diagonalization equation. Although this lemma does not provide a method to diagonalize a tensor, it shows that (36) can be extracted from the diagonalizing equation (37) .
Lemma 7. (Tensor diagonalization) Given a square tensor A ∈ R n×n , there exists a tensor X ∈ R n×n
and an L-diagonal tensor D ∈ R n×n , such that
Proof. Considering the ith tensor-column, we have the following equivalent forms
In the transform-domain, we know that there exists an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair for each matrix
. Transforming back to the time-domain, we know that there exists at least one eigenvalue-eigenvector pair (as pointed in Remark 5),
Putting λ i in the diagonal of an n × n tensor D ∈ R n×n , and X i as tensor-columns of an n × n tensor X , then we have
Therefore, we obtain
Lemma 8.
[47] Given a matrix A ∈ R n1×n2 , there exists a unit vector z ∈ R n2×1 such that A T Az = µ 2 z where µ = ||A||.
Lemma 9. Given a tensor A ∈ R n1×n2 , then there exists a unit F -norm tensor z ∈ R n2×1 such that
A H • A • z = µ 2 z where µ = ||A|| where the tensor spectrum is defined in Definition 15.
Proof. We can represent A H • A • z in the block diagonal matrix form (6) as follows
where the last equation follows from Lemma 6. Note that Lemma 8 proved the existence of a unite vector z p such that
where we verify that µ = ||A|| according to the tensor spectrum norm in Definition 15.
B. Tensor L-SVD
We first consider the eigendecomposition for symmetric tensors, because symmetry guarantees that there is an orthogonal basis for eigenvectors. Then based on Theorem 1, we prove Theorem 2.
Theorem 1. Let A ∈ R n×n be a symmetric tensor. Then, there exists an orthogonal Q such that A can be expresses as the following diagonal form
, and the tensor-columns Q i can be permutated so that the tensoreigenvlues λ i appear correspondingly along the diagonal of S.
Proof. Lemma 9 says that, given λ 1 and tensor A ∈ R n×n , there exists a unit F -norm tensor-eigenvector
There exists a tensor P 1 ∈ R n×n such that P H 1 • x = I 1 (since x behaves as a "vector" in the space R n×n and is essentially rank-1, and I 1 is the first tensor-column of the identity tensor I). Therefore, from A • x = λ 1 • x we get that (P H 1 • A • P 1 ) • I 1 = λ 1 • I 1 , namely the first tensor-column of P H 1 • A • P 1 is a tensor-scalar multiplication of λ 1 and I 1 . Since A is symmetric, we then have the form
where A(2 : n, 2 : n) ∈ R (n−1)×(n−1) is also symmetric.
Next, we apply the induction method by assuming that there is an orthogonal tensor Q(2 : n, 2 : n) ∈
Let us set
and then comparing the tensor-columns of the equation A • Q = Q • S, then the theorem is proved.
Theorem 2. (L-SVD) For a tensor A ∈ R n1×n2 , the L-SVD of A is given by
where the orthogonal tensors U ∈ R n1×n1 and V ∈ R n2×n2 are the tensor-column subspace and tensorrow subspace, respectively, and S ∈ R n1×n2 is a rectangular L-diagonal tensor.
Proof. We say that (47) gives the right SVD decomposition of a tensor if the following aspects hold (similar to the matrix SVD [47] ): 1) the tensor-columns of orthogonal tensors U ∈ R n1×n1 and V ∈ R n2×n2 correspond to the tensor-eigenvectors of A H • A and A • A H , respectively, and 2) the tensoreigenvalues on the diagonal of S ∈ R n1×n2 are the square roots of the nonzero tensor-eigenvalues of
We consider a tensor constructed as A H • A, which is a symmetric tensor according to Definition 14. Theorem 1 states that A H • A has a complete set of tensor-eigenvectors that correspond to a basis of the tensor-column subspace, i.e., A H • A • x j = λ j • x j . Therefore, we have
where δ ij is the extended Kronecker delta such that if i = j, δ ij = e.
Define σ j = λ j and q j = A • x j • σ −1 j , then we have
For the matrix sequence MatView( A) = { A 1 , ..., A P }, P = n 3 n 4 ;
end for
We organize x j 's into V and q j 's into U , then Theorem 3. Given A ∈ R n1×n2×n3 , then Alg. 1 outputs an L-SVD as follows
where U ∈ R n1×n1 and V ∈ R n2×n2 are orthogonal respectively, and S ∈ R n1×n2 is L-diagonal.
Proof. We show that Alg. 1 outputs one L-SVD decomposition by constructing a correspondence between L-SVD and matrix SVD. We verify that U ∈ R n1×n1 and V ∈ R n2×n2 are orthogonal, and S ∈ R n1×n2 is L-diagonal.
As shown in Alg. 1, the matrix SVD A p = U p S p V p for p ∈ [P ] with P = n 3 n 4 . We represent those n 3 n 4 parallel SVDs using the following block diagonal matrices 
which can be properly represented as
We perform the inverse transform L −1 on U , and S, we get U and S, respectively. Note that for V, it involves the tensor Hermintian transpose as given in Lemma 6.
We then show that U and V are orthogonal, relying on the forward and backward transform L and L −1 . We first show that U H • U = I. From the matrix SVD, we already know that each U p is orthgonal, for p ∈ [P ] with P = n 3 n 4 . In the block diagonal matrix form, we have 
where the equality follows from the definition of the tensor Hermintian transpose in Lemma 6. Note that (54) can be transformed back to the target equality U H • U = I. (52) is diagonal, and then we know that S is L-diagonal according to Definition 8. (36) .
Next, Theorem 4 states that if there exists a canonical set of tensor-eigenvalues and tensor-eigenvectors, then the L-SVD returned by Alg. 1 is unique.
Lemma 10. Given X ∈ R n1×n2 , then X spans R n1 if and only if bkldiag(MatView( X)) has rank n 1 P .
Moreover, X is a basis if and only if bkldiag(MatView( X )) are invertible.
Proof. Assume that y = X • a where y ∈ R n1 , a ∈ R n2 , we have
Assume that (55) holds for any y ∈ R n1 , then each matrix X p must have rank n 1 , namely, bkldiag(MatView( X)) has rank n 1 P .
Conversely, if bkldiag(MatView( X )) has rank n 1 P (being invertible), then each matrix X p must have rank n 1 , and thus (55) holds for any y ∈ R n1 . Therefore, X is a basis for the space R n1 . Proof. Since all the tensor-eigenvalues of A p , p ∈ [n 3 n 4 ] are distinct with distinct magnitudes, there are nn 3 n 4 distinct numbers. It implies that any unique canonical set must have at least n tensor-eigenvalues and correspondingly n tensor-eigenvectors. Let λ
with P = n 3 n 4 ) be the ith tensoreigenvalue of A p , with the ordering
is a canonical set of tensor-eigenvalues. Now we show that this set constitutes an tensor-eigenbasis. Consider the matrix SVD A p = U p S p V p for p ∈ [P ] with the ordering of eigenvalues. Then, we construct U and V H as in Alg. 1. Since all the tensor-eigenvalues of A p , p ∈ [n 3 n 4 ] are distinct with distinct magnitudes, then bkldiag(MatView( U )) and bkldiag(MatView( V)) has rank at least nP with n = min(n 1 , n 2 ). According to Lemma 10, we know that U and V H are a basis of the tensor-column subspace and the tensor-row subspace.
Finally, we show that this set is unique. For any canonical set, according to Definition 21, we know that abs(λ 1 ) abs(λ i ) for i = 2 : n. Recalling the ordering (14), we get λ in a canonical set, namely, λ 1 is unique. Repeating the above argument on the rest tensor-eigenvalues λ i for i = 2 : n, then the uniqueness is verified.
V. L-QR DECOMPOSITION
We define the L-QR for fourth-order tensors. We propose a Householder transformation-based algorithm that outputs the expected triangular factorization.
A. Tensor QR: L-QR

Definition 22. (Matrix QR)
The QR factorization of an n 1 × n 2 matrix A is given by
where Q ∈ R n1×n1 is orthogonal, R ∈ R n1×n2 is upper triangular, and we assume n 1 ≥ n 2 .
Definition 23. (L-QR) The L-QR factorization of a tensor A ∈ R n1×n2 is given by
The Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure used in [22, 45] vector with large relative errors, which will destroy the accuracy of the computed Q j , i.e., the newly computed Q j may not be orthogonal to the previous Q 1 , ..., Q j−1 .
B. Householder QR for Matrices
It is known that multiplication of a unitary transformation to a matrix or vector inherently preserves the length. The Householder transformation is a kind of unitary transformation, and in the following, we introduce the Householder QR for matrices that is implemented by applying a sequence of Householder transformations.
1)
Householder Transformation: Let u ∈ R n be a vector of unit length, i.e., ||u|| = 1. The
Householder transformation (also called Householder reflections/reflectors) is an n × n square matrix
where u is called a Householder vector. If a vector x is multiplied by P , then it is reflected in the hyperplane span{u} ⊥ . Note that Householder matrices are unitary. for j = 1 to n 2 do
Compute u for vector x = A(j : n 1 , j) according to (62); Construct the jth Household matrix H j = I n1−j+1 − 2uu H where I n1−j+1 is the identity matrix of size (n 1 − j + 1) × (n 1 − j + 1).
end if end for Remark 6. (Intuitive understanding) Let S = span{u} ⊥ that is a space perpendicular to u. Imagine the space S as a "mirror", we then the following two interpretations:
• Any vector in S (along the imaginary mirror) is not reflected. Let z ∈ S be any vector that is perpendicular to u, we get
which means that z is unchanged.
• Any vector has the component that is orthogonal to S (orthogonal to the minor), then that component reverses in direction. Any vector x can be expressed as x = z + u T xu where z ∈ S (perpendicular to u) and u T xu is the component in the direction of u. We get
which means that the component u T xu has reversed its direction.
We know from (58) that Householder matrices are rank-1 modifications of the identity matrix and they can be used to zero selected components of a vector. Specifically, suppose we are given a nonzero vector
x ∈ R n and want P x to be a scalar multiplication of e 1 = I 1 . Note that
imply that u ∈ span{x, e 1 }, i.e., u can be expressed as u = x + ae 1 . Setting a = ±||x|| 2 [47] , we get
Given a matrix A ∈ R n1×n2 (n 1 ≥ n 2 ), Alg. 
C. Householder L-QR
In a tensor subspace in Definition 12, we want to transform (or reflect) a given tensor-column vector
x ∈ R n into another tensor-column vector y ∈ R n where ||x|| F = ||y|| F . Note that the signs ± defined for real scalars does not work for tensor-scalars in Definition 1, thus (62) is not directly available for us to reverse the direction as in Remark 6.
1)
Householder Transformation: Let u ∈ R n be a nonzero vector of tensor-scalars. The Householder transformation is an n × n square tensor P ∈ R n×n of the following form
If a vector x ∈ R n is multiplied by P, then it is reflected in the hyperplane t-span{u} ⊥ .
Given a vector x, the key is to find the "right" Household vector u.
For both x and u, partition them into two parts: the first tensor-scalar and the rest. Let x ′ = x [2:n] and u ′ = u [2:n] , we want to find a House vector u such that
where 0 ′ denotes a vector with n − 1 zero tensor-scalars.
Algorithm 3 Householder L-QR
Initialize Q 0 = I n1 where I n1 is the identity matrix of size n 1 × n 1 .
for j = 1 to n 2 do x = A(j : n 1 , j);
end if end for
As pointed out in Remark 7, we know that the direction of the Householder vector u is given by the direction by
Then, we normalize this vector to make the first entry equals to "e":
where 
Proof. We use the induction method to prove that Alg. 3 outputs a structured L-QR as in Definition 23,  such that Q ∈ R n1×n1 is orthogonal and R ∈ R n1×n2 is upper triangular. In the first iteration of Alg. 3,
according to (64). Therefore, we have
Let us assume that the triangulation (23) is correct in the jth iteration, i.e.,
where R [1:j] is upper triangular.
Next, we verify that in the (j + 1)th iteration,
According to (64), we know that the j + 1th element of H j+1 • ( Q j • A j+1 ) j:n1 is nonzero and the j + 2 : n 1 th elements are zero. Therefore, R [1:j+1] is upper triangular.
Comparing the kth tensor-columns in A = Q • R we get
Thus, t-span(A 1 , ..., A k ) ⊂ t-span(Q 1 , ..., Q k ). Since A = Q • R has full tensor-column rank, rank(A) = n 2 , it follows that t-span(A 1 , ..., A k ) has dimension k and so must equal t-span(Q 1 , ..., Q k ). The proof is completed.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We apply the proposed framework to two examplar applications: video compression and one-shot face recognition. For video compression, we select two realistic and representative scenarios: an online NBA basketball video [48] and a drone video of the Central Park in autumn [49] . For one-shot face recognition, we use the Weizmann face database [50] . Our experiment platform is a Matlab IDE installed on a server with Linux operating system. The parameters of the server are as follows: Intel Xeon Processor E5-2650 v3, 2.3 GHz clock speed, 2 CPU each having 10 physical cores (virtually maximum 40 threads), 25 MB cache, and 64 GB memory.
A. Video Compression
We ultilize two realistic video datasets, an online NBA basketball video [48] First, we describe the compression methods, comparing with the truncated SVD based approach. The compression performance is measured by the ratio of the total numbers of entries in the SVD factors to the total number of entries in the original tensor.
• SVD (truncated SVD) [51, 52] : For a matrix SVD A = U SV T ∈ R n1×n2 , the rank-r approximation is A r = U r S r V T r with r ≤ min(n 1 , n 2 ), where S r is an r × r diagonal matrix, U r consists of the first r columns of U , and V T r consists of the first r rows of V T . The total number of entries in U r , S r , and V T r equals to (n 1 + n 2 + 1)r. Extending this approach to a fourth-order tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4 as follows: we use n 1 × n 2 to denote the resolution, set n 3 = 3 and n 4 to be the number of frames, and we perform SVD on each n 1 × n 2 matrix. Then the compression ratio of rank-r 1 approximation is
where 1 ≤ r 1 ≤ min(n 1 , n 2 ). Note that r 1 is selected to be the maximum of the ranks of those n 3 n 4 matrices, which indicates that collectively compress the tensor may have lower compression ratio than dealing each matrix separately.
• L-SVD in Alg. 1: we carry out the compression in the transform-domains. First, we set n 1 to be the frame-rows, n 2 to be the number of frames, n 3 = 3 and n 4 to be the frame-columns. E.g., for
the NBA video of size 1, 080 × 1, 920 × 3 × 120, its tensor representation A ∈ R 1080×120×3×1920 .
Secondly, we compute L-SVD as in Alg. 1 and U p , S p and V p for p ∈ [n 3 n 4 ]. It is know that S p is diagonal, so the total number of diagonal entries of S p , p ∈ [n 3 n 4 ] is n 3 n 4 · min(n 1 , n 2 ).
Thirdly, we choose an integer r 2 , 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ n 3 n 4 · min(n 1 , n 2 ), keep the r 2 largest diagonal entries of all S p , p ∈ [n 3 n 4 ] and set the rest to be 0. If S p (i, i) is set to be 0, then let the corresponding columns U p (:, i) and rows V p (i, :) also be 0. Let us call the resulting tensors U r2 , S r2 and V H r2 , and the approximation A r2 . Then the compression ratio of L-SVD approximation is
where 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ n 3 n 4 · min(n 1 , n 2 ).
Let L be the two-dimensional Fourier transform, we get t-SVD [25] (similar to [53] that compressed grey videos, being third-order tensors). We also test when the transform L is set to be a discrete cosine transform (dct-SVD) and a Daubechies-4 Discrete Wavelet Transform (dwt-SVD) [44] , respectively. For the above compression method, we measure the approximation performance via the relative square error (RSE) that is defined in dB, i.e., RSE = 20 log 10 (||A − A r || F /||A|| F ). Note that a 3dB gain corresponds to √ 2 2 = 0.707, i.e., RSE new = 0.707 · RSE old , while a 5dB gain corresponds to 0.5623 and a 10dB gain corresponds to 0.316, respectively. For the CPark video, all compression methods have lower RSE errors, while the performance improvements of exploiting transforms are less, e.g., dwt-SVD achieves 3 ∼ 5dB gains over tSVD. dct-SVD has 1 ∼ 3dB gains over matrix SVD for cases with compression ratio less than 0.6, while tSVD is only slightly better than matrix SVD. However, for cases with compression ratio bigger than 0.6, dct-SVD and tSVD behave almost the same with matrix SVD. The possible reasons would be: 1) the CPark video captures an overview of a park, being much bigger than the basketball field, therefore, each frame is strongly compressible already and there is less improvement space for using a better transform; and 2) the NBA video has more stationary background while the players' activities can be better captured by transforms. Fig. 3 compares the running time of tSVD, dct-SVD and dwt-SVD, while we do not include the running time of SVD as it is unfair. For both videos, the running time increases as the compression ratio increases.
Comparing dct-SVD and tSVD, it verifies the our intuition that the discrete cosine transform involves about half amount of computations taken by the Fourier transform. As expected, dwt-SVD requires much less amount of computations.
B. One-shot Face Recognition
We apply the L-based tSVD to one-shot face recognition. In one-shot face recognition, the training data set has limited number of images of each person and we want to recognize a set of images of an unlabeled person. The one-shot face recognition algorithm is given in Alg. 4 which will be described in detailed in the following.
Let F 1 , ..., F j , ..., F n2 ∈ R n1×1×n3×n4 , j ∈ [n 2 ] be a collection of n 2 videos, where we have a video over n 4 time slots for the jth person, namely, n 4 frames of size n 1 × n 3 . We use a tensor A ∈ R n1×n2×n3×n4 to denote the mean substracted frames, i.e., A j = F j − Ψ where
The covariance tensor C of A is given by C = A Let T ∈ R n1×1×n3×n4 , j ∈ [n 2 ] denote a new video (or n 4 images) where each frame is size n 1 × n 3 , to be tested. We firs substract Ψ and then do the projection, i.e., c = U H • (T − Ψ). Comparing the coefficients c with G, we determine the classification to be the jth person with minimum distance (in
We use the Weizmann face database [50] , which contains 28 male persons in five viewpoints, three illuminations, and three expressions. Each image is size 512 × 352 × 3. For computer memory reasons we reduced the resolution of the images to size 128 × 88. In the experiments, the training set was an fourth-order tensor consisting of third-order blocks for each of the 28 peoples in the Weizmann database.
The testing set was a third-order tensor of images over the various expressions or illuminations (which can also be thought of as movement through time). The baseline algorithm is the convolutional neural The recognition rate is defined to be the number of cases where j = j to the total number of trials. All training and testing sets used all 28 people, and the results are listed out in Table I . The recognition rate is averaged over the feature not listed in columns 1, e.g., the first testing set rate of 70.3% is averaged over three illuminations. The combinations in Table I create many cross-comparisons.
As shown in Table I , we saw that CNN's recognition rate is not very satisfying for one-shot face recognition. Compared with the state-of-the-art high accuracy (over 90% [1] ), the key difference is that there are only limited number of available images for training. tSVD's recognition rates are comparable to those of CNN, while we observe an improvement 5% ∼ 10% for dct-SVD and 13% ∼ 23% dwt-SVD.
Note that in the case "exp. 1-3, view 2", dct-SVD's recognition rate is 4% lower than that of CNN.
VII. CONCLUSION
Our main contribution in this paper was to define a new tensor space, extending the conventional matrix space to fourth-order tensors. The key ingredient in this construction is defining a multiplication on a multidimensional discrete transforms. This new framework gives us an opportunity to design tensor products that match the physical interpretations across different modes, e.g., using a transform that captures periodicity in one mode while a new transform that reflects spatial correlations in another mode.
We consider the SVD and QR decomposition. Although they are structurally similar to the well-known matrix counterparts, those two decompositions possess fundamental differences. Moreover, we apply this new tensor framework to both video compression and one-shot face recognition, and obtain significant performance improvements.
